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About LIS
Lisbon Investment Society

is a finance association within ISEG. Our mission
is to give our members the opportunity to be in direct contact with financial companies so that
they can practise what they learn.
Our goal is to encourage young people to invest in their financial literacy by passing on
information in a simple and filtered way to facilitate access .
We provide several articles such as our Newsletter, Market Summary, Market Outlook and two
podcasts, to ensure that everyone has access to information in the way that best suits them.
In addition, our members regularly carry out assignments and presentations to ensure they can
apply what they have learnt.
We pride ourselves on working according to our most important values: ethics, critical thinking,
and drive.

101
Members

A central part of our
mission is focused on
aiding our members in
achieving their
professional goals.
Through specialized
training and engaging
activities, each member
gets the opportunity to
grow into their goals.

14

Nationalities

Like with any
contemporary
organization, a global
perspective gives our
work an edge, resulting in
output that is wellrounded, comprehensive,
inclusive and
internationally relevant.

107

Researches pitched
We pride ourselves on
our success with the
timely execution of tasks,
producing output that is
relevant to our partners
and our audience.
Projects include
publications, podcasts,
analyses for clients

TIPS TO SUCCEED IN THE INTERVIEW
BE ON TIME

Show that you are respectful of the interviewer's time.

DRESS APPROPRIATELY

you arrive dressed too casually or too formally, the situation can be uncomfortable
for both you and the person interviewing you.

ASK FOR CLARIFICATION IF NEEDED

An interviewer will not be put off by your questions; in fact, he or she may be
impressed that you took the time to ask.

USE CLEAR AND CONCISE LANGUAGE

Speak slowly and carefully to make sure your words are being understood.

DO YOUR RESEARCH

You’ll project the image of someone who is interested, does their homework and
pays attention to details.

JOBS

Public
Relations

Marketing

Equity
Research

Global
Markets
Research

Public Relations
Network
In this team we oversee LIS’s partnerships, we contact and research people for the podcasts and
webinars, also we make sure our partners are happy with us. So, for this job we need a person who
can write and speak well in English and Portuguese, because we constantly talk to companies and
people from various nationalities mostly via email and online meetings to establish new partnerships
and maintain the ones already active. In addition to that, you need to be organized and a problem
solver, since we have numerous partnerships and each one of them requires a different approach and
has its own problems. Lastly, two fundamental skills for this position are being creative and being able
of talking and interacting with different people.

Human Resources
In this team we are responsible for organizing team building activities, workshops and training
activities in general, so that we keep our members happy and constantly learning. For this position we
need a person who can write and speak well in Portuguese and in English and has good negotiation
skills, once we need to negotiate with our partners the training they can give us. It is also important to
have good research skills, since we need to constantly find new activities and training for our
members. In addition, we need a person that shows initiative, that is very organized and good at
planning.
Concluding, we seek someone who can show results, once all our members are expecting training
activities.

Sales
In the sales team we handle the partnerships between LIS and real-world companies. We are the
branch in the forefront of outside relationships. For this job we need people that are proactive and
well-spoken. Negotiation skills and quick thinking are also required, because in this job you will have
plenty of meetings with clients where you will have to sell our services. In addition, we need a person
with good research abilities in order to find new companies to sell our services to.

MARKETING
Video Editor
In this job you’ll be responsible for editing LIS’s videos for campaigns to publicise our events
and our association, those videos will be published in our social media. For this position we
need people with creativity and attention to detail. In LIS we work with the video editor
Premiere Pro, Shortcut, CyberLink, etc. So, for this Job it is required some skills in video editing
and photo editing or have a big ambition and willingness to learn.

Photo Editor
In this job you’ll be responsible for editing LIS’s photos for campaigns to publicise our events
and our association, those photos will be published in our social media. For this position we
need people with creativity and attention to detail. In this job you will work with Canva and with
a photo editor such as Photoshop or Gimp, etc. It is required some experience on those fields
or willingness to learn.

Brand Strategist
In this job you will need analytical and research skills, an understanding of trends and an
ability to respond to customer’s and follower’s wishes. In addition, you need to be able to
work with Microsoft office, in particular Excel. You will organize a strategic and operational
marketing plan, do monthly reports of all our platforms (Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn,
YouTube, Spotify and Website) and gather and analyse all the data from our published
content.

Social Media Manager
In this job you’ll be responsible for LIS’s social media (Instagram, LinkedIn, Facebook, YouTube,
Website), you will need to keep them constantly updated and well organized. For this position
you will need good capacity of writing and reading in English, creativity, ability to summarize,
call the public attention and do research. In addition, having some skills with WordPress or
willingness to learn is also required.

EQUITY RESEARCH
Equity research analyst
The job of an equity research analyst consists in analysing a stock from a qualitative and
quantitative perspective. An analysis consists primarily of the financial data of a company, a
peers comparison, ESG factors, and the segments of activity, so that after being familiar with
how the company operates, we reach its value, through a discounted cash flow model. The
analysis will then be pitched to more experienced analysts from LIS and to decision makers
of our client companies.

Equity research analyst (ESG specialization)
The role of an equity research analyst specializing in ESG also consists in finding the intrinsic
value of a stock through a Discounted cash flow model, analysing the same parameters (peers,
financial data, ESG, segments of activities mainly). The only difference is that it is given more
importance to the ESG factors since these stocks will be invested in a different fund: a fund
with ESG friendly companies.

GLOBAL MARKETS RESEARCH
M&A
The M&A department aims to use the best tools to research and evaluate different mergers and
acquisitions. Starting with Due Diligence and then moving towards the technical parts of Relative
Valuation and Discounted Cash Flow Model. The team will conclude if it's a win-win position for
the companies involved or who ends up benefiting the most.

Forex/Fixed Income
In the Fixed Income & Forex team, we play at two opposite poles for investors, from low to high
risk. Our purpose will be to develop a quantitative and qualitative analysis of various currencies,
from the Mexican peso to the yen; and of fixed income assets, from corporate bonds to
emerging market bonds; offering an investment idea for each market.

Private Equity
Private Equity is regarded as the pinnacle of the corporate finance industry. In this team we offer
practical exposure in detailed case studies: from doing all the due diligence and completing the
letter of intent, to the leveraged buyout modelling and exit analysis.

Cryptoassets Department
Bitcoin and blockchain technologies disrupted global systems around the world and ushered in a
new digital asset class. Our goal is to research and analyze what are the key on-chain metrics
and fundamentals that give value to this new and emerging space.

FINAL TIPS
HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE INTERVIEW
1. Research the organisation, our values, mission and vision.

In order to be well prepared, you should search the organisation and their work. Get familiar with
thieir values and mission.

2. Antecipate the interviewer’s questions and prepare for common
questions.
There are some common questions you can prepare, so if the interviewer asks them you can give
your best answer.

3. Line up your questions for the interviewer.

Feel free to have your own questions for the interviewer. It will show interest and motivation
from your part.

4. Think positive.

Displaying a good attitude and an optimistic perspective can improve the interview experience
for you and your intervieweR.

CV EXAMPLE

Goals
I aim to attain an engaging experience and skills in Marketing, as
well improving my soft skills by working in a team.

Get in touch!

Work Experience

Mobile:

Technology Writer
Stratford Digital Think Inc. | 2018 - 2019

+351 932145678

Email:
lis@iseg.ulisboa.pt

- Wrote articles about technology and the digital age for online publications
- Wrote copies for tech startups
- Designed the company's online tech page

Academic History
ISEG, Lisbon School of Economics & Management, U-Lisboa
Bachelor in Management | 2nd Year
- Member of the Volleyball team.

High School
Scholar | 3rd Year High School Student
- Member, The PHS Debate Society.
- Capitan of the Volleyball team.

Specializations

Languages Spoken

- Public Speaking
- Communication
- Journalistic Writing
- Art and Design

Portuguese- Native
English- B2
Spanish- B1

More about us
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&
Available on:

Find us
lis@iseg.ulisboa.pt
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